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INTRODUCTION:

In 2020, on the initiative of the Croatian Ministry of Culture and Media the inventory list of artifacts housed in Sponza Palace in Dubrovnik was made to be inscribed on the list of

protected cultural goods. One of the objects was the frame presented in this poster. Due to its state, it was proposed for urgent conservation-restoration treatment since any kind of

its exposition would have caused significant loss of gilded surface. The Sponza palace houses statal archive in Dubrovnik. By that moment legal protection of the artifacts was

applied only to archival material. The poster presents a chronology of investigation and conservation-restoration treatments on the baroque, 17th century, wood carved, gilded

frame with original amalgam mirror. The cartouche-shaped frame has highly elaborate high relief carvings with motifs of acanthus leaves, volutes, and the eagle on the top.

Historical and stylistic research brought out to light a hypothesis about the Roman origins of the mirror since similar examples, although of lesser quality, were found in literature

and antique shops in Rome. Even the figuration of the eagle irresistibly reminds of the eagle from the Roman empire emblem corresponding to the pure baroque tendencies

inspired by Imperial Rome. The wood samples of the frame were analyzed and identified as Stone pine (Pinus Pinea) in the base frame and Limewood (Tilia) used for carvings.

Fig. 1. Sponza Palace in Dubrovnik
MATERIALS AND METHODS:

Interventions included preliminary conservation of gilded surfaces, consolidation of

amalgam, wood materials, and gilded surfaces, cleaning, and removal of inappropriate

substructures which were causing further damage to the object. The substructure of the

frame were reinforced with carbon fibers, especially in the areas of structural fissures.

Missing carvings were reconstructed, gilded, and worn out to fit the original gold. Finally,

the mirror was permanently exhibited in Sponza Palace which homes The Statal Archive

in Dubrovnik.

Fig. 3. Examples of structural damages, delamination, and flaking of gilded surfaces
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Fig. 2. Before conservation-restoration treatment
Fig. 4. Frame background after being reinforced with carbon fibers
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DESCRIPTION:

The object was found in a delicate

condition, with severe structural

damages of wood base, missing carved

elements, delamination of the gilded

layer, and decades if not a centuries-

old accumulation of dirt. Any kind of

exposition typical for such three-

dimensional objects was of a major

risk of losing gilded surfaces as well as

the layers of mirror amalgam due to its

flaking from the crystal glass surface.

RESULTS:

The fragile state of the object upon its takeover defined an urgent need for

consolidation of the gilded surface before any other action. The flakes detached

from the wood base are glued by injecting combined rabbit skin and hide glue

and the tension of the surface is released with a prior injection of the ethanol.

The surface was then pressed with adjustable weights made of a led shot. The

flaking amalgam mirror was consolidated with low viscosity Paraloid B-72 which

was also used for the consolidation of deteriorated wood but in different

solutions. Improvised substructure made of wooden slats and fixed with the

forged nails to the structure of the frame opposing to the cross-section of its

carved elements was removed completely. Instead of wood, threads of carbon

fibers were introduced as a new reinforcement on the substructure. The threads

are glued with PVA glue on a surface previously isolated with hide glue. Two and

a half years after the treatment no changes or cracks of the structure are noticed

on the frame.

The cleaning was comprised of dry, chemical cleaning, and old varnish and wax

removal. The golden surface was dry cleaned with soft brushes following solvent

gel made of dimethyl sulfoxide and ethyl acetate. The surface was gently cleaned

with ethyl acetate to remove remnants of the solvent gel if left on the gilded

surface. Missing carved elements are reconstructed in Lime wood, glued, and

reinforced with thin wooden dowels. Traditional gesso preparation is applied in

several layers on reconstructions and all areas missing preparation layer. After

fine sanding and application of clay bole, reconstructed areas are gilded using the

water gilding technique, burnished and distressed gently with a steel wool pad to

visually fit the original. Concave areas of carvings were originally painted with

ochre and yellow tempera and thus were retouched using Terra di Siena pigment.

The rust was removed from the forged metal hook used for hanging the mirror

and it was coated with tannin solution before application of low viscosity Paraloid

B-72 varnish. Finally, the mirror and the frame are assembled, isolation tow fiber

preventing contact of amalgam and wood planking on the back was returned as

well with the addition of Melinex foil between mirror and layer of tow fiber.

Cartouche (French) or cartoccio

(Italian) frame is an ornated frame with

scroll form ornamentation applied

around the base frame. It is typical for

decorative shields and coat of arms

designs.

Stylized eagle in Roman baroque art

refers to the ancient Roman eagle as an

emblem that portrayed power, strength,

and immortality. The eagle was an

extremely sacred symbol for the Roman

army. Legions carried an eagle made from

precious metals at the head of their

marching lines.

Fig. 5. Cleaning procedure

Fig. 6. After conservation-restoration treatment

Fig. 7. Preparation and bole aplication on reconstructed carvings

DISCUSSION: 

Conservation-restoration treatment of the 17th-century, carved, gilded baroque

mirror frame presented in the poster prolonged the permanent exposition of this

object in Sponza Palace in Dubrovnik for less than one year. This certainly points

to the thought of what is a year in the lifetime of such an object. Thanks to the

understanding and proposal acceptance of the Director of Statal Archive in

Dubrovnik the contract was made with the University of Dubrovnik where the

treatments have been carried out. The object was restored by the author of this

poster. Hopefully, this action saved the object for future generations.

As always, time is the best judge of our work and for now, after two and a half years after the

treatments, the mirror frame is without visible changes, especially in the area where structural

damages were noticeable. Certainly, it is important to point out that the mirror frame is exposed with

other representative artifacts on the first floor of the Sponza palace, in the director's cabinet where

microclimate conditions are adequate for keeping and preservation of gilded and polychrome wooden

objects.
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